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As a prevalent post-transcriptional modification, N6-methyladenosine (m6A) plays key roles in a series of biological processes. Although experimental technologies have been developed and applied to identify m6A sites,
they are still cost-ineffective for transcriptome-wide detections of m6A. As good complements to the experimental techniques, some computational methods have been proposed to identify m6A sites. However, their
performance remains unsatisfactory. In this study, we firstly proposed an Euclidean distance based method to
construct a high quality benchmark dataset. By encoding the RNA sequences using pseudo nucleotide composition, a new predictor called iRNA(m6A)-PseDNC was developed to identify m6A sites in the Saccharomyces
cerevisiae genome. It has been demonstrated by the 10-fold cross validation test that the performance of
iRNA(m6A)-PseDNC is superior to the existing methods. Meanwhile, for the convenience of most experimental
scientists, established at the site http://lin-group.cn/server/iRNA(m6A)-PseDNC.php is its web-server, by which
users can easily get their desired results without need to go through the detailed mathematics. It is anticipated
that iRNA(m6A)-PseDNC will become a useful high throughput tool for identifying m6A sites in the S. cerevisiae
genome.

1. Introduction
Among the ∼150 kinds of chemical modifications identified in
cellular RNAs, N6-methyladenosine (m6A) is the most prevalent one in
mRNA and noncoding RNA [1]. Since it was first detected in 1970s [2],
m6A has been observed in a wide range of eukaryotes. As indicated by
recent evidences, m6A plays fundamental regulatory roles in a series of
biological processes, such as affecting mRNA splicing and stability,
translation, stem cell pluripotency, as well as immune response [3–7].
Therefore, the transcriptome-wide annotation of m6A site will be
helpful to understanding its biological functions.
In 2012, the high-throughput sequencing technique termed MeRIPSeq and m6A-seq [8,9], were proposed to detect transcriptome wide

m6A sites in S. cerevisiae, Mus musculus, and Homo sapiens. Since this
technique relies solely on immunoprecipitation of fragmented RNA, the
resolution of MeRIP-Seq and m6A-seq is not satisfactory [5]. In 2015,
Linder et al. proposed the miCLIP technique [10], which provides the
single-nucleotide-resolution profile of m6A sites in human transcriptome. Although these experimental techniques promote the research progresses on m6A modifications, they are still costly and time
consuming in performing transcriptome wide analysis.
During the last several years, many computational methods have
been developed for identifying m6A sites in the S. cerevisiae genome.
Based on the m6A-seq data, Schwartz et al. proposed the first computational model for identifying m6A site in the S. cerevisiae genome [11].
Inspired by their work, Chen et al. developed two bioinformatics tools
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termed iRNA-Methyl and m6Apred to identify m6A sites, respectively
[12,13]. Later on, by encoding RNA sequences using both sequence
information and the RNA secondary structures, Zhou et al. developed a
random forest based method to predict m6A sites in S. cerevisiae [14]. In
order to improve the accuracy of computationally identifying m6A site
in the S. cerevisiae genome, Chen et al. developed RAM-ESVM method
that was built by using ensemble classifiers [15]. More recently, by
encoding RNA sequences using multi-interval nucleotide pair position
specificity, Xing et al. proposed a sequence-based predictor called RAMNPPS for identifying m6A sites [16].
Although these computational methods yielded encouraging results
for computationally identifying m6A sites in the S. cerevisiae [17], further improvement is needed. Particularly, most of those methods were
trained by the dataset constructed by Chen et al. [12]. In that dataset,
the negative samples were randomly selected from a huge amount of
candidates, and hence unavoidably had some arbitrariness. Accordingly, their reliability might be questioned [18]. The present study was
initiated in an attempt to develop a new and more powerful method to
identify m6A sites by refining the benchmark dataset.
As done in a series of recent reports [12,19–36], here we are to
propose the new predictor also according to the Chou's 5-sep rules [37]
because doing so will make the entire process more logic and transparent.

2.2. Sample formulation
The second step in the 5-step rules [37] is how to formulate the
biological sequence samples with a discrete model or a vector, yet still
keep considerable sequence-order information or key pattern characteristic. This is because all the existing machine-learning algorithms
can only handle vector but not sequence samples, as elucidated in a
comprehensive review [39]. However, a vector defined in a discrete
model may completely lose all the sequence-pattern information. To
avoid completely losing the sequence-pattern information for proteins,
the pseudo amino acid composition [40] or PseAAC [41] was proposed.
Ever since then, it has been widely used in nearly all the areas of
computational proteomics (see, e.g. [42–83], as well as a long list of
references cited in Ref. [84]). Because it has been widely and increasingly used, recently three powerful open access soft-wares, called
‘PseAAC-Builder’ [85], ‘propy’ [86], and ‘PseAAC-General’ [87], were
established: the former two are for generating various modes of special
PseAAC [88]; while the 3rd one for those of general PseAAC [37], including not only all the special modes of feature vectors for proteins but
also the higher level feature vectors such as “Functional Domain” mode,
“Gene Ontology” mode, and “Sequential Evolution” or “PSSM” mode.
Encouraged by the successes of using PseAAC to deal with protein/
peptide sequences, its idea and approach were extended to PseKNC
(Pseudo K-tuple Nucleotide Composition) to generate various feature
vectors for DNA/RNA sequences [89] that have proved very successful
as well [25,90–95].
As shown in Supporting Information S1 or S2, each of the RNA
samples in this study has the form of

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Benchmark dataset

R=

The first step in the 5-step rules [37] is how to construct or select a
valid benchmark dataset to train and test the predictor. By following
the same procedures as reported in Ref. [12], we first obtained 1307
positive samples and 33,280 negative samples. It was observed via
preliminary trials that the optimal sequence length is 51 nt. But instead
of using the random selection method to reduce the number of negative
samples as reported in Ref. [12], in this study we adopted the subsetbalancing treatment according to the Euclidean distance [38], as elaborated below.
First of all, for the reason that will be discussed later, we calculated
the average value of each of the 22 features [12] over the 33,280 negative samples; i.e.,
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, 16) is the normalized occurrence freIn Eq. (6), fu (u = 1,2,
quency of the u -th non-overlapping dinucleotides in the RNA sequence.
can be viewed as the number of the total pseudo components used to
reflect the long-range or global sequence effect, and w is the weight
factor. j is the j-th tier correlation factor that reflects the sequence
order correlation between all the j-th most contiguous dinucleotide
along a RNA sequence as formulated by
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where Ci, i + j is the correlation function and is defined by
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Subsequently, we calculated the Euclidean distance (D j ) between
the j-th negative sample and the center R ; i.e.,
22

3

where N1 represents the 1st nucleotide, N2 the 2nd nucleotide, and so
forth. They can be any of the four nucleotides A, C, G or U. According to
PseKNC [89], the RNA sequence can be formulated as a discrete vector

where di j is the value of the i-th feature for the j-th negative sample.
Thus, the center of the negative samples can be defined as
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where µ = 3 is the number of RNA physicochemical properties considered, Pg (Di) is the numerical value of the g-th (g = 1, 2, 3, ..., u) RNA
local structural property for the dinucleotide RiRi+1 at position i and
Pg (Di + j ) the corresponding value for the dinucleotide Ri+jRi+j+1 at
position i + j.
Listed in Table 1 are the three physicochemical properties obtained
by standard conversion for the 16 different dinucleotides in RNA. The
concrete procedures for how to convert the original 16 physicochemical
properties to their standard ones have been elaborated in Ref. [12], and
hence there is no need to repeat here.

According to their Euclidean distance values, the 33,280 negative
samples were sorted in an ascending order, and the top ranked 1307
negative samples (i.e., they were closest to the center) were picked up
to form the refined negative subset.
For reader's convenience, the detailed sequences in the original
1307 positive samples and the refined 1307 negative samples are given
in Supporting Information S1 and S2, which can be directly downloaded via the link at http://lin-group.cn/server/iRNA(m6A)-PseDNC.
php.
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used in literature; they are (1) overall accuracy or Acc, (2) Mathew's
correlation coefficient or MCC, (3) sensitivity or Sn, and (4) specificity
or Sp. But their conventional formulations directly copied from math
books are difficult to understand for most experimental scientists,
particularly the one for MCC. Fortunately, by using the symbols introduced by Chou [105,106] in studying the signal peptide cleavage
sites, a set of intuitive metrics were derived [107–109], as given below

Table 1
The three physicochemical properties after standard conversion for the 16
different dinucleotides in RNA.
Dinucleotide

Enthalpy (Ka/mol)

Entropy (eU)

Free energy (Ka/mol)

GG
GA
GC
GU
AG
AA
AC
AU
CG
CA
CC
CU
UG
UA
UC
UU

−1.08
−1.50
−1.85
−0.30
0.71
1.10
−0.30
1.44
0.55
−0.42
−1.08
0.71
0.71
0.51
−0.30
1.10

−0.88
−1.82
−1.72
−0.32
0.82
0.95
−0.32
1.42
0.79
−0.57
−0.88
0.82
0.82
0.27
−0.32
0.95

−1.45
−0.28
−1.66
−0.14
0.07
1.56
−0.14
1.34
−0.29
0.03
−1.45
0.07
0.03
1.04
−0.28
1.56
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where represents the total number of positive samples investigated,
while N + is the number of positive samples incorrectly predicted to be
of negative one; N the total number of negative samples investigated,
while N+ the number of the negative samples incorrectly predicted to
be of positive one. Because of its merit in intuitiveness, the set of metrics (Eq. (10)) has been increasingly and widely used in computational
biology (see, e.g., [12,20–33] [56,59] [91–95] [110–144]). It is instructive to point out, however, that both the original four metrics
[104] in math books and the intuitive ones in Eq. (7) are valid only for
the single-label systems (where each sample belongs to one and only
one class). For the multi-label systems (where a sample may simultaneously belong to several classes), whose existence has become more
frequent in system biology [145–151], system medicine [152,153] and
biomedicine [154], a completely different set of metrics as defined in
Ref. [155] is absolutely needed.”

In order to avoid over-fitting or the “high-dimension disaster” problem [96], the search of the two parameters in Eq. (6), namely and w ,
was in the following ranges [3,6] and [0, 1] with the steps of 1 and 0.1,
respectively. It was found that the optimal values for and w are 6 and
0.9, respectively.
Accordingly, the RNA sequence sample can be formulated by a
(16 + 6)=22-D (dimensional) vector as given below

R = [d1 d2

N+
N+
N+

(9)

where the first 16 components are used to incorporate the short-range
or local sequence order information of the RNA sample, while the remaining 6 components used to incorporate its long-range or global sequence order information.

2.4.2. Cross-validation
In statistical prediction, the following three cross-validation
methods are often used to check the performance of a predictor: independent dataset test, subsampling (or K-fold cross-validation) test,
and jackknife test [38]. Of the three test methods, the jackknife test is
deemed the least arbitrary that can always yield a unique result for a
given benchmark dataset as elaborated in Ref. [37] and demonstrated
by Eqs.28–30 therein. However, to reduce the computational time, in
this study we adopted the 10-fold cross validation test, as done by many
investigators with SVM as the operation engine.

2.3. Operation engine: support vector machine
The third step in the 5-step rules [37] is how to introduce or develop
a powerful algorithm (or engine) to operate the prediction. Support
vector machine (SVM) is a powerful and popular method for pattern
recognition and has been widely used in the realm of bioinformatics
[31,97–103]. The basic idea of SVM is to transform the input data into a
high dimensional feature space and then determine the optimal separating hyperplane. In the current study, the LibSVM package 3.18
(http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm/) was used to implement
SVM. Owing to its effectiveness and speed in training process, the radial
basis kernel function (RBF) was used to obtain the classification hyperplane in the current study. For the SVM operation engine, a grid
search approach was employed to optimize the regularization parameter C and kernel parameter γ by using the 5-fold cross validation test
in the following ranges [2−5, 215] and [2−15, 2−5] with the steps of 2
and 2−1, respectively.
The predictor thus obtained is called “iRNA(m6A)-PseDNC”, where
“i” stands for “identify”, “RNA(m6A)” for “RNA N6-methyladenosine
site”, and “PseDNC” for “via Pseudo Dinucleotide Composition”.

2.5. Web-server for iRNA(m6A)-PseDNC
The last, but not the least important, step of the 5-step rules is how
to establish a user-friendly web-server for the predictor that is accessible to the public. As pointed out in Ref. [156] and demonstrated in a
series of recent publications (see, e.g. [20,24,25,92,94,95,136]
[138–142] [144–146] [148–152] [157–162]), user-friendly and publicly accessible web-servers represent the future direction for developing practically more useful prediction methods and computational
tools. Actually, many practically useful web-servers have significantly
increased the impacts of bioinformatics on medical science [39],
driving medicinal chemistry into an unprecedented revolution [84]. For
the convenience of the majority of the experimental scientists, the webserver for the iRNA(m6A)-PseDNC predictor has also been established
at http://lin-group.cn/server/iRNA(m6A)-PseDNC.php.

2.4. Cross-validation
The fourth step in the 5-step rules [37] is how to properly perform
cross-validation tests to objectively evaluate the anticipated accuracy of
the predictor. To address this problem, we need to consider the two
issues. (1) What metrics should be used to quantitatively measure the
predictor's quality? (2) What test method should be utilized to score the
metrics?

3. Results and discussion
The success rates achieved by the proposed predictor by 10-fold
cross validation test on the benchmark datasets as described in Section
2.1 are given in Table 2, where for facilitating comparison, the corresponding results by the existing state-of-the-art method RAM-NPPS

2.4.1. A set of four intuitive metrics
To measure the quality of a predictor, four metrics [104] are often
61
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Table 2
Comparison with the existing state-of-the-art method in identifying m6A sites
for S. cerevisiae genome.
Methods

Sn(%)a

Sp(%)a

Acc(%)a

MCC

RAM-NPPSb
iRNA(m6A)-PseDNCc

74.29
86.84

69.93
95.64

72.11
91.24

0.44
0.83
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